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1U1006 INSERM, Universite´ Aix-Marseille, Parc Scientifique et Technologique de Luminy, Marseille, FranceABSTRACT In eukaryotic cells, an actin-based cortex lines the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, endowing the cells with
crucial mechanical and functional properties. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to study the structural dynamics of the actin
cortex at high lateral resolution in living cells. Here, we performed atomic force microscopy time-lapse imaging and mechanical
mapping of actin in the cortex of living cells at high lateral and temporal resolution. Cortical actin filaments adopted discernible
arrangements, ranging from large parallel bundles with low connectivity to a tight meshwork of short filaments. Mixing of these
architectures resulted in attuned cortex networks with specific connectivity, mechanical responses, and marked differences in
their dynamic behavior.INTRODUCTIONIn pioneering cell biology studies, a submembrane, micro-
meter-thick contractile material was described in amoeba,
eggs, and leukocytes (1), which gave rise to the now-wide-
spread notion of the cell cortex. Biochemical characteriza-
tions revealed actin as the major constituent of this
cortex. Actin, a ubiquitous eukaryotic ATPase of 42 kDa,
is found at ~100 mM concentration in the cytoplasm and
has the ability to polymerize into polymorphous fibers at a
submicromolar concentration (2). Therefore, actin may be
encountered within cells in the form of monomers (G-actin)
and fibers (F-actin). A variety of cellular cofactors assemble
F-actin into networks of varying morphologies, thereby
establishing the architecture, mechanics, and dynamics of
eukaryotic cells.
In the particular case of the cell cortex, early studies
showed that its structural and material properties, as well as
its membrane anchorage, are conditioned by ezrin-moesin-
radixin proteins (3) along with actin cross-linkers, actin-cap-
ping and severing proteins,molecularmotors, andmatrix- and
cell-cell adhesion proteins (4). These proteins act by regu-
lating the length and bundling of actin filaments, as well as
their degree of branchingwithin the cortex.As a consequence,
the cortex, a major determinant of the mechanical integrity
of cells (4), undergoes structural changes to adjust the
morphology and mechanics of cells and tissues after environ-
mental changes such as mechanical stress. Furthermore, cor-
tex remodeling is crucial in the context ofmitosis (5), meiosis
(6), and the formation of cell-cell junctions (7).
The highest-resolution views of the cell cortex were
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fluorescence microscopy of actin in fixed mammalian cells
(9). Fluorescence microscopy-based thickness estimates
of>100 nm were recently reported for the cortex of rounded
HeLa cells (10). Dynamic measurements, which could only
be achieved at low lateral resolution, showed that the actin
cortex undergoes a retrograde flow away from the cell
edge, at higher velocity in the lamellipodia than in the cell
body (11). Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching of
actin-GFP near the plasma membrane yielded an estimate
of cortical actin turnover in the 10 s to 1 min time range
(12). Scanning electron microscopy measured a 30–150 nm
mesh size in the cortex of rounded cells (13,14),
corresponding well to the expected size of actin-dependent
membrane protein confinement zones (15).
Unfortunately, despite major efforts, it has not been
possible to investigate the fine structure and dynamics of
the actin cortex in living cells. To perform concomitant
structural and dynamic studies of the actin cortex meshwork
in living cells, one must attain a resolution significantly
below the optical diffraction limit (<<200 nm), and the
measurements should be carried out at a biologically rele-
vant temporal resolution (seconds), over experimental
periods of minutes, in cell culture medium and at physiolog-
ical temperature and pressure. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) may be the only method that is able to fulfill
these requirements today. Furthermore, AFM does not
require labeling, which makes it possible to observe
fully native samples. Pioneering AFM studies have indeed
revealed the cortical structure and dynamics in live
cells, despite the technological limitations of early AFM
(16–20). Today, novel modes should enable time-lapse
imaging and mechanical mapping at relevant resolutions
and timescales.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.01.016
Actin Cortex Dynamics 1331In this study, we used AFM in peak force quantitative
nano-mechanical mapping (PF-QNM) to obtain images
of the cortical network in live eukaryotic cells at well-
controlled low forces (<200 pN). AFM topographs revealed
two extreme cortical organizations: one consisting of R5-
mm-long fibers that displayed parallel architecture at the
micrometer length scale, and one consisting of a tight
meshwork of short (%1 mm) actin filaments of various
orientation, with a 100 nm mesh size. These two extreme
structural types were mixed in different proportions between
cells and/or subregions of individual cells. This resulted in a
pronounced structural and mechanical heterogeneity, which
was determined by the densities of filaments at all length
scales. Moreover, each structural component of the cortex
was animated with its own dynamic regime. The motion
of large actin fibers consisted of slow displacements, and
bundling of these fibers was observed. In contrast, short
actin filaments in the tight meshwork turned over within
~30 s.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC) were grown at 37C in a CO2 incubator
(IncuSafe, SANYO, Osaka, Japan) using DMEM-Glutamax supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and
subcultured every 4–6 days. Cells were detached using StemPro Accutase
(Life Technologies) and plated in glass-bottom dishes (WillcoWells, Am-
sterdam, The Netherlands). The concentration of FBS was adjusted to 5%
before experiments were conducted. After an equilibration period of at least
2 h, measurements were performed in Leibovitz L-15 (Life Technologies)
medium supplemented with 5% FBS.Actin fluorescent labeling
After AFM observation, cells were rinsed three times in phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) and fixed at room temperature for 10 min using 3.6% parafor-
maldehyde. The cells were then rinsed twice in PBS and incubated for
3 min with Triton X100 in PBS. After two PBS rinses, the cells were incu-
bated with 1% bovine serum albumin. Fluorescent labeling was performed
by injecting a 1:40 dilution of methanol-dissolved rhodamine-phalloidin
(Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) into the cell culture dish and
incubating the cells for 30 min. After two rinses in PBS, images were ac-
quired on a wide-field epifluorescence Olympus IX-71 microscope using
Olympus PlanApo N 60/NA ¼ 1.42 and 100/NA ¼ 1.40 oil-immersion
objectives.AFM
AFM is a technique that measures topographies by probing the surface of
the sample line by line with a sharp tip. A recently developed operation
mode termed PeakForce quantitative nanomechanical property mapping
(PF-QNM) performs a force curve on every pixel up to a constant force set-
point, indenting the sample in a controlled fashion, yielding both topo-
graphic and mechanical maps of the sample. A Catalyst atomic force
microscope (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA) was operated in PF-QNM mode.
The Bruker Catalyst was coupled with an Olympus (Tokyo, Japan) inverted
microscope, which was used to localize and inspect cells in bright field at
10–40 magnification. Measurements were performed using OlympusAC40-TS cantilevers with a 10 nm tip radius and a nominal spring constant
of 0.09 N/m. Before each experiment, we measured the detection sensitivity
by performing a force-versus-distance curve on glass, and experimentally
determined the cantilever spring constant by recording the thermal noise
power spectrum of the cantilevers in liquid (21). The cantilever was prefer-
ably approached at a significant distance from the region to be analyzed, to
avoid exposing this region of interest during AFM calibration. The sync dis-
tance (the distance between the force peak and the start of the baseline
of the force-versus-distance curves) was kept constant and equal to that
determined on glass. Particular care was taken to utilize clean tips, which
presented low (<50 pN) adhesion or a weak repulsive component at low
forces under the experimental conditions. Flat regions of cells were
preferred to minimize the pixel-to-pixel error on the force setpoint (feed-
back error) and thus allow the force to be kept almost constant throughout
the measurements. Using a PeakForce frequency of 1 kHz and a 100 nm
oscillation amplitude, the scan velocity was set to R15 nm/s and R8
mm/s on the slow-scan and fast-scan axes, respectively, depending on the
frame dimension. The scan frequency was adjusted to enable collection
of at least one force-versus-distance curve per pixel. Under these condi-
tions, we achieved a scan rate of 16 s per frame by using a 128 pixel
fast-scan axis and a 32 pixel slow-scan axis size. The pixel size was
15 nm in our highest-resolution images. Faster scan rates were achieved
at the expense of lateral resolution by reducing the number of pixels. The
force setpoint was 150 pN, and integral gain was set to minimize the
PeakForce error to less than 550 pN. The required force and resulting
deformation (see Fig. S3 in the Supporting Material) are consistent with
the fact that a repulsive interaction between the tip and the cell glycocalyx
must be overcome to achieve tip-sample contact. All experiments were
performed at 35C 5 1C.Cell mechanics
To determine the Young’s modulus of the cells, we fitted the force-versus-
distance curves collected at each pixel in real time by employing the Dejar-







where E is the Young’s modulus, d is the indentation, R is the tip radius
(10 nm), and the Poisson ratio n ¼ 0.4 (22–24). The fit was performed
over the region that covered 30–90% of the indentation part of the force
curves. A bottom effect correction was applied to elastic maps based on
Dimitriadis et al. (25). At the higher force of the fitting range, cells were
generally deformed by ~11% of their total height (see Fig. S3).Image processing
Image analysis was performed using Nanoscope Analysis (Bruker) and
ImageJ software packages. For structural characterization, the PeakForce
height images were flattened and motion related to retrograde flow was sta-
bilized using the ImageJ StackReg plugin when movies were recorded (26).
Orientation analysis was performed using the Dominant Orientation option
of the OrientationJ Image J plugin (27). The orientation coherency deter-
mined by this software is a parameter that describes the orientation isotropy
in the image and ranges from zero (isotropic orientation of structures) to
one (highly oriented structures). We defined the degree of orientation in
our image using the coherency of the dominant orientation in the image.
Therefore, when arrays of parallel actin bundles dominated the image,
the orientation coherency was high (when coherency was R0.5, the
observed region was classified as fibers) at the angle defined by those
bundles with respect to the x axis of the image. Inversely, when randomly
oriented actin fibers populated the image, the orientation coherency at
the dominant orientation was low (mesh cortex was defined as having aBiophysical Journal 108(6) 1330–1340
1332 Eghiaian et al.coherency of %0.25). Dynamic characterization was realized by deter-
mining the single-pixel correlation coefficient between the first frame and
each successive frame, and for each frame the average 5 standard devia-
tion was plotted versus its time of acquisition using the Image CorrelationJ
ImageJ plugin (28). We defined the loss of correlation half-time based on
fitting the correlation decay curves with one or two exponential functions.
We based this on the facts that 1) the motion of actin filament is strictly
driven by the association/dissociation of actin filaments from the membrane
or from each other, and 2) the presence of actin at one pixel is directly
related to the pixel intensity, assuming that the z position of an actin fila-
ment remains constant over the time of data acquisition until it disappears.
By analogy with the decay of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy auto-
correlation curves obtained for chemical reactions (29), we therefore
considered the correlation decay of single pixel intensity to follow an expo-
nential law:
cðtÞ ¼ cð0Þet=t þ cðNÞ; (2)
where t is the characteristic time of actin rearrangement, and cð0Þ ¼ 1 and
cðNÞ ¼ 0 in our case. If multiple actin populations with distinct turnovers
were present in the cortex, we would then expect the correlation curve to be






where Ai is the weight of each actin population.
For domain sizing, we skeletonized our images. For this purpose, we had
to denoise the movies by bandpass filtering. Image segmentation was real-
ized by watershed segmentation using the Grayscale Watershed plugin (30).
The watershed boundaries created a binary skeletonized image that was
used for analysis of junctions in the cortex and domain sizing. The dimen-
sion of the domains consisted of the square root of the area of black pixels in
the binarized topography image.RESULTS
Observation of the actin cortex by AFM
AFM measures topographies by probing surfaces with a
sharp tip. A recently developed mode of operation performs
a force-versus-distance curve at every pixel up to a force
setpoint (31), indenting the sample vertically and in a
controlled fashion, and concomitantly yielding topographic
and mechanical maps (Fig. 1 A).
This technique allows one to probe the cytoskeletal fila-
ments bound to the cytoplasmic face of the plasma mem-
brane at low force (<200 pN) and at subdiffraction lateral
resolution. Although the low forces precluded bilayer
penetration, topographic contrast was generated because
the compliance of actin bound to the plasma membrane
was low compared with the filament-free membrane areas
(Fig. 1 A, right sketch). Indeed, a dense filament network
was found on most parts of all investigated NIH-3T3
fibroblasts (Fig. 1, B and C). Very similar architectures
were found in CHO-K1 and RPE1 cells (data not shown).
The identity of membrane-juxtaposed actin filaments was
confirmed by AFMobservations of the effects of Latrunculin
A (n ¼ 4; Fig. S1 A) and Cytochalasin D (n ¼ 5; Fig. S1 B).
The visual aspect of the observed filament network wasBiophysical Journal 108(6) 1330–1340strongly reminiscent of the reported arrangement of cortical
actin in fixed cells (9,13,14). Actin-specific structures such as
large fibers (Fig. 1 C, top row), intricate meshwork (Fig. 1 C,
middle row), and actin asters and stars (Fig. 1 C, bottom row)
(32) could be observed. Filaments were clearly stacked onto
each other (Fig. 1, B and C), as shown by the observed
crossing of straight individual filaments.Structural characterization of the cortex reveals
variable architectures
Topographic images of the cell cortex revealed a broad
diversity of structures between and within cells (Figs. 1, B
and C, and 2 A). From visual inspection of 136 image acqui-
sitions, we identified two extreme types of cortical networks
(Fig. 2 A): 1) parallel fibers reminiscent of actin arcs or
dorsal stress fibers, in an architecture that is hereafter desig-
nated as fibers (these fibers were>5 mm long and somewere
bundled, as judged from filament diameters of>50 nm); and
2) a dense, tight meshwork of thin filaments, further desig-
nated as mesh, in which the filament length rarely extended
over 1 mm. We also observed intermediate arrangements
made of parallel fibers entangled with a more disordered
network of thin actin filaments (hereafter termed mixed cor-
tex), which allowed the cell to locally modulate the struc-
tural and mechanical scaffolds of the cortex. Using an
orientation analysis algorithm, we quantitatively defined
the three cortex types (Fig. 2 B). We defined the orientation
coherency of the fibers cortex as >0.5 and the coherency of
the mesh cortex as<0.25, with mixed structures in between.
Interestingly, the individual structural types were similarly
distributed, which suggested that a smooth transition from
mixed cortex to either fibers or mesh might be achieved
by simply up- or downregulating the concentration of
actin-binding protein that leads to a given cortex category.
We indeed observed that the orientation coherency of each
cortex type occasionally underwent transient transitions
from mixed cortex to either mesh or fibers (Fig. 2 C).
Those transitions were slow and generally occurred over a
period of 20 min at least. More dramatic transitions from
mesh to fibers, and vice versa, were more rarely observed
(not shown).
Since we were able to observe the structure and dynamics
of the cell cortex, we decided to investigate the inhibition
of its major players, the formin mDia1 and the Arp 2/3
complex (13). We inhibited the Arp 2/3 complex, which is
responsible for branched polymerization of actin, using
CK666 (n ¼ 7) (33). Incubation of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts
with 50 mM CK666 resulted in significant rearrangements
of the actin cortex (Fig. 2 D). Within very short time-
scales (<10 min), the cortex configuration switched from
the mesh or mixed category to the fibers cortex type
(Fig. 2 D; Movie S1). The fibers cortex revealed much
less sensitivity to Arp2/3 inhibition, as no structural change
was observed (Fig. S2 C). Occasionally, actin stars were
FIGURE 1 AFM high-resolution images of actin cortex architectures in live fibroblasts. (A) Left: sketch of the experimental setup. In PF-QNM, a tip is
oscillated with a sine wave at kHz frequency and performs force-distance curves on each pixel during sample scanning. The sample is scanned in x-y and the
height is adjusted by keeping the force setpoint constant (150 pN). The force variations are measured by the change of the laser signal reflected from the
backside of the cantilever detected on a quadrant photodiode. The AFM is mounted on an optical microscope. Right: sketch depicting the principle by which
high-resolution cortex images were obtained. Whereas filament-bound membrane areas were undergoing low deformation at the force setpoint, the defor-
mation of cytoskeleton-free regions was higher. The height difference from one pixel to the next corresponded to the deformation difference between those
two pixels at the force setpoint. (B) Left column, top: fluorescence image of paraformaldehyde-fixed NIH-3T3 fibroblast labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin.
Middle panel: AFM topography of the same region of the cell obtained before fixation and fluorescence labeling (z scale: 2 mm). Bottom, zoom-in of the
region delineated by the right square in the middle panel (z scale: 200 nm). Right column, top: fluorescence image of paraformaldehyde-fixed NIH-3T3
fibroblast labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin. Middle panel: AFM topography image obtained from the region delineated by the white square in the above
fluorescence image (z scale: 75 nm). AFMwas performed on the cell before fixation and fluorescent labeling. Bottom: PF-QNMmechanical map of the same
region obtained simultaneously with topography on the above panel. (C) Left column: raw data for PF-QNM height images obtained on NIH-3T3 fibroblasts.
The right square corresponds to regions displayed in the right column (left column second row: small square corresponds to the right column second row; left
column second row, bigger square corresponds to the right column bottom row). The bottom row of the panel shows convergent actin filaments forming
structures termed asters based on their resemblance to similar actin-based structures observed in vitro (30). Right column: zoom-in of the regions delineated
by the white squares in the left image (z scale: 110 nm). To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 2 Subcellular heterogeneity of the actin cortex. (A) Left: bright-field image of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. The white squares designate regions in which
the AFM topography panels on the right were acquired. Three right panels: AFM topography images of the actin cortex (z scale: panel 1, 175 nm; panel 2,
300 nm; panel 3: 510 nm). Bright-field images of tip positioning on the same cell are presented in Fig. S2 A. (B) Orientation analysis of the cell cortex was
performed with an automated routine to quantitatively assess the differences among cortex types. A parameter termed orientation coherency, which increases
with the orientation anisotropy in the image (from zero for random orientations to one for unique orientations), was used to sort high-resolution topographs
obtained on 64 individual regions (ncells ¼ 29) into three major categories (fibers, mixed, and mesh) that were separated by a user-defined threshold. The
(legend continued on next page)
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Actin Cortex Dynamics 1335formed after CK666 addition (Fig. 2 D; Movie S1). In
contrast, the fibers cortex was strongly affected by inhibition
of formins with 10 mM SMIFH2 (n ¼ 4; Fig. 2 D) and, to a
lesser extent, by addition of 5–20 mM of the Myosin-II
inhibitor Blebbistatin (n ¼ 7; Fig. 2 D).
High-resolution AFM imaging and mechanical mapping
allowed us to describe the mesh cortex with precision.
The mesh actin structure associates with short filaments
right under the plasma membrane. These are thought to
correspond to the diffusion confinement barriers of mem-
brane proteins (15). We therefore analyzed the size of these
domains through image skeletonization (Fig. 2 E). In total,
analysis of 124 frames comprising 6070 actin-delineated
domains yielded a domain size of 96.5 5 72.2 nm
(average5 standard deviation) (Fig. 2 E). This is consistent
with the mesh size expected for the actin cortex based on
other techniques (15). We then tracked single domains in
time-lapse AFM experiments. Even though the short actin
filaments were fluctuating at high rate, we observed that
the lifetime of individual actin-confined domains was often
up to a minute, during which time their aspect ratio varied
and domains split into subdomains or fused with neigh-
boring meshes (Fig. 2 F).Consequences of structural heterogeneity of the
cortex on cell mechanics
Besides the length, thickness, and orientation of the
filaments, we distinguished two extreme types of cortical
networks by the number of connections between actin fila-
ments (Fig. 2 A). Whereas the mesh and mixed cortices
were highly connected, interfilament spacings in the fibers
cortex were comparatively large, with lower connectivity.
Based on the fact that we probe approximately three layers
of actin within the whole depth of one image (we expect
three superimposed actin filaments of 7 nm thickness within
the 20–30 nm depth probed by the AFM tip; Fig. S3, A
and B), we estimated the amount of potential cross-links
between actin filaments and different cortex types by
measuring the number of intersections between thembox-and-whisker plot represents the distribution of orientation coherency obtain
obtained for the three AFM topographs in (A) enables their classification into thr
time dependency of the orientation coherency reveals spontaneous transitions
changes in the cortex (z scale: 100 nm). Right: orientation coherency determin
left panel. Spontaneous structural changes in the actin cortex translated into sig
of small-molecule inhibitors of actin-binding proteins on the structure of the a
elapsed after addition of the drugs. First row: the Arp 2/3 inhibitor CK666 at 50
blasts (z scale: 500 nm). Second row: Incubation of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts with 50 m
a white arrow; z scale: 145 nm). Third row: Whereas CK666 did not affect actin
disappearance (z scale: 425 nm). Fourth row: The cortex consisted of thin and lon
of 20 mM Blebbistatin led to the disorganization of that network (z scale: 3 mm;
after addition of drugs). (E) Left: generation of a binary skeleton from AFM top
binary skeleton of the actin cortex was obtained after denoising and watershed
overlaid on the black-and-white processed AFM image. Right: histogram of the d
spatial resolution (gray bars). Red curve: Gaussian fit of the histogram. The dime
in the binarized topography image. (F) Time-resolved imaging of a single actinthrough binary skeletonization of AFM topographs. On
average, actin in the mesh displayed significantly more po-
tential connections than the fibers cortex (Fig. 3 A).
In view of such striking structural differences between
these actin cortex types, we investigated their potential
effect on the local mechanical properties of the cell. The
Young’s modulus of subcellular areas was determined for
each pixel through combined AFM topography imaging
and mechanical mapping (see also Fig. S3, C–I). Using this
method, we obtained higher Young’s modulus values than
the cell stiffness values reported by conventional force spec-
troscopy (34) and our values scattered over several orders of
magnitude (as illustrated in Figs. 3 B and S3, H and I). The
values are higher because the indentation rate in PF-QNM
(z400 mm/s) was at least one decade faster than that of stan-
dard force measurements (0.1–10 mm/s), due to the visco-
elastic properties of cells (35,36). The large scattering of
elasticity is due to the fact that cells possess a very important
regional mechanical heterogeneity (37) and the high resolu-
tion of ourmechanicalmaps allowed us to probe the localme-
chanical variability. We found that the transition from the
mesh to the fibers cortex, which presented lower connectiv-
ity, led to a local softening of the cell (Fig. 3 B). Conversely,
the transition from the mixed cortex to the mesh resulted in a
local stiffening of the cell. The mesh was densely crowded
and gave rise to a relatively homogeneous mechanical popu-
lation, whereas fibers-cortex regions displayed heteroge-
neous stiffness, with large, stiff bundles interspaced with
large actin-free zones of low stiffness (Fig. 3B). Since all cor-
tex typeswere observed in the same cell (Fig. 2A), our results
show that a local regulation of the length and connectivity of
filaments by actin-binding proteins existed, similar to what
was observed earlier for lamellipodial actin (38). Impor-
tantly, this structural regulation also conditions the mechan-
ical response at the subcellular level.Characterization of actin dynamics
Performing time-lapse AFM imaging at a frame rate of mi-
nutes over regions of several micrometers in size revealeded in the three different cortex categories. Inset: the orientation coherency
ee different classes (fibers in blue, mixed in cyan, and mesh in red). (C) The
between cortex types. Left: AFM topography images revealed transient
ed for the top (blue curve) and bottom (red curve) AFM topographs in the
nificant changes of the cortex orientation coherency over time. (D) Effect
ctin cortex. On all right-column images, the time stamp refers to the time
mM induced a transition from the mesh to fibers cortex on NIH-3T3 fibro-
M CK666 may also lead to the formation of stars in the cortex (indicated by
stress fibers, the formin inhibitor SMIFH2 used at 10 mM caused their rapid
g actin bundles forming parallel networks visible on a large scale. Addition
see Fig. S2 B for optical microscopy images of the scanned cells before and
ography images. Top: AFM topography image (z scale: 50 nm). Bottom: a
segmentation of AFM topographs. This skeleton is shown as a black line
omain size obtained from the analysis of 124 AFM topographs at the highest
nsion of the domains consisted of the square root of the area of black pixels
-delimited domain (z scale: 20 nm). To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 3 Mechanical response of the different cortex types. (A) Histo-
gram of the number of connections per unit surface area automatically
determined from high-resolution images (n ¼ 4 for each cortex category;
bar: average; error bar: standard deviation). (B) Consequences of the struc-
tural changes in the cortex on the mechanical properties of the cell. AFM
topography and Young’s modulus time-lapse mapping of the mesh regions
analyzed in Fig. 2 C reveal that the subcellular heterogeneity of the cortex is
dynamic. Top two rows: cortex region undergoing a mixed-to-mesh transi-
tion from the left to the right image (topography image; z scale: 300 nm).
Bottom two rows: cortex region undergoing a mixed-to-fibers transition
from the left to the right image. Whereas the region displayed in the top
two rows became stiffer as a result of the mixed-to-mesh transition, the
region displayed in the bottom two rows became softer as a consequence
of the mixed-to-fibers transition (z scale: 100 nm). To see this figure in
color, go online.
1336 Eghiaian et al.that the actin cortices were animated with intense dynamics
(Fig. 4 A; Movie S2) that could be monitored at a frame
acquisition rate of seconds on small areas (Fig. 4, B and
C; Movie S3).
We could observe the retrograde flow of actin, which
drives actin away from the leading edge of migrating cells
(39). At the fastest achievable rate, we determined the actin
retrograde flow in lamellipodia to be 40 nm/s (Fig. 4 C).
Retrograde flow on the cell body was much slower, at anBiophysical Journal 108(6) 1330–1340average rate of only 1.3 nm/s (Fig. S4), consistent with es-
timates from fluorescent speckle microscopy (39). Besides
retrograde flow, molecular rearrangements of fibers and
the mesh cortices exhibited specific dynamics that differed
in their nature and timescales. We quantitatively determined
these dynamics at an intermediate length scale and image
acquisition rate (Fig. 4 D) using a loss of correlation algo-
rithm. Small filaments in the mesh cortex were highly
dynamic, with a typical loss of correlation half-time of
20 s (n¼ 15), whereas in regions presenting a higher propor-
tion of large filament bundles, the loss-of-correlation half-
time was an order of magnitude slower (200 s, n ¼ 11;
Fig. 4 E). Consistent with these observations, two exponen-
tials were required to fit the correlation decay curve in the
mixed cortex, yielding a consistent distribution for the
shorter-lived decay in correlation histograms (Fig. 4 E).
Large fibers were observed to bundle on a timescale
of>1 min (Fig. 4 F). Bundling between long fibers occurred
rapidly after a phase of slow approach toward each other.
To confirm the rates of the mesh actin turnover at the mem-
brane, we performed a mechanical ablation of the
actin cortex, using high forces to generate a high tension
in the cortical network that eventually led to its disruption
(Fig. 4 G). Strikingly, whereas large fibers were still
observed, small fibers disappeared after one scan at 600
pN load. Repeating imaging at low force after this manipu-
lation led to the fast reformation of short actin filaments at
timescales of <1 min, confirming the estimate obtained
from image correlation analysis.DISCUSSION
In this work, we have demonstrated that it is possible
to perform AFM imaging of the actin cortex in living cells
with a resolution that surpasses that of diffraction-limited
optical microscopies, and with a maximum dynamic im-
age acquisition rate of 3 s on small areas. Concomitantly,
mechanical mapping of the sample was performed. We
took advantage of this method to study the submembrane
cortex of living mammalian cells, the structure of
which has not heretofore been investigated in native
conditions (10).
Until recently, imaging of the cortex dynamics suffered
from the intrinsic limitations of other microscopy tech-
niques. Huge improvements in the lateral resolution of
optical microscopy were recently made thanks to the advent
of superresolution techniques such as stimulated emission
depletion (STED), photoactivated localization microscopy/
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (PALM/
STORM), and structured illumination microscopy (SIM)
(40). Dual-objective STORM offered insights into the
structure of the cortex in paraformaldehyde-fixed cells
with <20 nm axial and lateral resolution, and revealed
the periodic arrangement of actin in neurons (9,41). The cor-
tex of neurons was recently observed in living cells by
Actin Cortex Dynamics 1337STED, albeit at a resolution that did not permit visualization
of single actin fibers (42). In other superresolution tech-
niques, optical sectioning in the z direction is not adapted
to the imaging of thick and dense fluorescent samples
such as the actin cortex. This problem becomes particularly
crucial when fluorescence imaging is performed on living
cells, where spatial resolution is sacrificed in favor of a
higher data acquisition speed (43). For instance, in one
study (44), actin motion was resolved with high temporal
resolution over 20 s using SIM, but the reported axial reso-
lution was 360 nm, which is much higher than the known
thickness of the actin cortex (50–200 nm) (9,10). Also,
although tracking of fluorescently labeled F-actin in living
cells can be achieved with a temporal resolution of 1 s
in fluorescent speckle microscopy, single filaments are
not directly observed with this technique and the spatial
resolution remains diffraction limited. Finally, photobleach-
ing limits the observation time of dynamic processes
via superresolution methods in living cells to less than a
minute (44).
Pioneering works demonstrated that AFM, an imaging
technique with subnanometer resolution, could enable
time-lapse topographic and mechanical mapping of actin
in cells (18). In those early experiments, lateral forces in
contact mode, or >200 pN normal forces in force-volume
mode, generated a mechanical contrast between actin-
bound and actin-free membrane regions, enabling the obser-
vation of large plasma-membrane-bound actin fibers. Since
AFM scans surfaces, only the top layer of actin under the
plasma membrane was resolved. Unfortunately, either
forces on the sample were not sufficiently controlled in
those AFM imaging modes or the acquisition rate was too
slow to provide an accurate high-resolution topographic
recording of the actin cortex. Drastic improvements in
AFM now allow image acquisition with improved scan
rates, resolution, force control, sensitivity, and controlled
environmental conditions combined with mechanical map-
ping (45). Recently, PF-QNM was established as a tech-
nique that combines topographic imaging and mechanical
mapping of soft samples such as cells (46). In this mode,
the cantilever is oscillated with a sine wave in the vertical
direction while horizontal scanning is performed, thus
enabling quantitative mechanical mapping to be performed
at the same time as topographic imaging (47). We
took advantage of the acquisition speed, tight force con-
trol, and low lateral forces in PF-QNM, as well as the me-
chanical contrast between actin-free and actin-bound
plasma membrane, to perform high-resolution imaging of
the actin cortex in living cells. A small lever with a sharp
tip was chosen to reduce drag forces on the cell. In this
way, we were able to perform nondestructive, time-resolved
imaging of actin with subdiffraction lateral resolution and a
temporal resolution of seconds. Furthermore, provided that
the tip integrity was maintained (contamination from the
cell medium occurred at variable observation times), wewere able to perform AFM high-resolution imaging of the
cortex over a period of several hours.
We identified two common actin cortex morphologies: 1)
a parallel arrangement of long (10 mm) fibers and 2) a tightly
connected meshwork of short (<1 mm) filaments. The latter
presented a 100 nm average mesh size, consistent with esti-
mated dimensions of actin-delimited confinement domains
of plasma membrane proteins (15). Furthermore, we re-
vealed the structural contribution of Arp 2/3 and formins,
both of which are major players in the nucleation of the
cell cortex (13). Arp 2/3 inhibition caused a transition
from the mesh to fibers-cortex type, with intermediate actin
star formation. The formation of actin stars is comparable to
observations made in vitro on actin, fascin, and Arp2/3 mix-
tures (32). The region-specific effects of CK-666, ranging
from no effect on the fibers to a drastic effect on the
mesh, indicate that actin-adaptor proteins specifically and
locally remodel the cell cortex. Conversely, formins were
shown to dramatically affect the fibers cortex, as the large
stress fibers that constituted it disappeared within the first
10 min after cells were incubated with the SMIFH2 formin
inhibitor. The structural heterogeneity observed at the
subcellular level translated into dynamical and mechanical
heterogeneity that we quantitatively characterized as being
related to the number of connections between actin fila-
ments per unit area. Using time-lapse AFM, we observed
three major types of actin motion, with one being the
well-described retrograde flow of actin from cell edges
(11) and the other two consisting of equilibrium and mo-
tor-driven rearrangements of cortical actin filaments. This
observation is somewhat comparable to the actin turnover
lifetimes determined by fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching experiments in the cortex of cancer cells (12).
The dynamics of the tight actin meshwork might be related
to the response of cells to mechanical stress: cells respond
elastically on short (<10 s) timescales and viscoelastically
on >10 s timescales as a result of actin turnover (48).CONCLUSIONS
Although we have demonstrated that it is possible to
perform studies of the actin cortex in living cells over
long periods at high temporal and spatial resolution, a clear
identification of actin-binding proteins within the observed
cortical structures is needed to elucidate their role in the
structural and mechanical heterogeneity of the cell. Future
correlative studies using superresolution microscopy of flu-
orescently labeled actin-binding proteins in conjunction
with AFM topographic and mechanical mapping may be
one pathway toward future discoveries in this area.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Four figures and three movies are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(15)00079-X.Biophysical Journal 108(6) 1330–1340
FIGURE 4 Analysis of actin dynamics. (A) Large-scale dynamics of the cell cortex were obtained from acquisition of topography AFM images (256 s per
frame). Left column z scale: 310 nm; right column z scale: 510 nm. (B) By reducing the number of pixels in the images, we obtained a maximal scan rate of 9 s
per image and visualization of actin turnover in the mesh cortex of living cells (z scale: 45 nm). (C) Retrograde flow of actin filaments and front motion at the
lamellipodia were clearly resolved with a 3 s per frame acquisition time (z scale: 200 nm). (D) Larger-scale observation of cortex dynamics using a 32 s image
acquisition time enabled us to monitor dynamics in the cortex. The mesh cortex (left column) showed important frame-by-frame variation, whereas the mixed
(middle) and fibers (right) types that were composed of thicker fibers underwent less change over time. (E) The average single-pixel linear correlation co-
efficient between the first and all successive frames was determined for the image sequences in (D) (circles: average correlation coefficient; error bars: stan-
dard deviation) and fitted with a double-exponential function (solid line). Left: red, mesh; cyan, mixed; dark blue, fibers. A rearrangement time of 20 s was
determined in the case of the mesh, whereas fibers rearranged in time periods of one to several minutes. Right: loss-of-correlation analysis using an acqui-
sition rate of 9 s per image yielded a 22 s rearrangement time using a single exponential fit, confirming estimates obtained at a lower frame rate. Inset: fitting
(legend continued on next page)
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